New Advanced Bio-Formula Offers...  
SUPER-ACCELERATED  
BREAKDOWN OF THATCH  

University field tests* at a major golf course showed a 1-5/8" THATCH REDUCTION. No aeration or other de-thatching methods were used.

envirogenesis Thatch Biodigest

- Economical to use - treat 18 greens for less than $500
- Eliminates the need for mechanical thatch removal
- Environmentally safe - advanced biotechnology -No Chemicals

Call now to set up a free test sight at your facility!

703-941-3900 • Fax 703-941-1508
Envirogenesis, Inc. • 6634 Electronic Drive, Springfield, VA 22151
“Contact Envirogenesis for full report on thatch study Dealer Inquiries Invited

*Contact Envirogenesis for full report on thatch study

A NEW "MACHINE"...

Model CW162

...JUST FOR LAWN & LANDSCAPE MACHINES

Transport and store all your equipment with complete security. Protected from the weather. Great Options like: FLOW-THRU VENTILATION eliminates fuel fumes. WOLMANIZED 1 1/2" floors and 3/4" interior side walls for “guts”, WIDE BODY, too. Hundreds of Models, Sizes and other Customizing Options. All backed by an EXCLUSIVE 3 YR. WARRANTY PROGRAM. Give us a call, today.

Tell Us You Saw It In LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

1-800-348-7553 for Catalogs-Prices  
Factory Service points: GA, IN, TX, UT.  
Nationwide Dealer Network.  
P.O. Box 728-1069, Elkhart, IN 46515-0728  
With a Wells Cargo Behind... You Never Look Back!

Circle No. 117 on Reader Inquiry Card

CUSTOMER SERVICE TIPS

Good service results when teamwork’s the top priority

by Ed Wandtke

This question is always being discussed in the lawn care industry, yet no one seems to be able to really answer the question. Owners, technicians, salesmen, customers—who is really to blame?

After years of discussing customer service with owners and service personnel in the industry, I believe I understand who is to blame. But first we must look at what is necessary for good service.

Good service is the result of three people coming together: the owner, the technician, and the salesperson. When these three can identify customer problems, perform the service, and provide follow-up, the customer is satisfied.

The owner must see to it that the employees are properly trained, the salesperson must correctly identify the customer’s problems and expectations, and the technician must perform a thorough and quality job.

If you consider service to be a working triangle among the owner, technician and salesperson, you can visualize what is needed for good service. So who is to blame for bad service? The answer is this: your “triangle of good service” has become a “triangle of trouble.”

The triangle of trouble is the result of poor communication: among employees, customer and company owner.

I have yet to hear of bad service when owners do the work themselves. The reason for this is because they have no one to communicate with but themselves. As a result, there are no communication blocks.

Three easy steps to good service:

1) Communicate with your employees what you believe good service to be. Make sure the salesperson and the technician completely understand what you mean.

2) Train your employees so good service is easy. Regular training sessions are the key to maintaining a consistency in the quality of your service.

3) Follow up with the customer to make sure he or she is completely satisfied. This is a good way to see if your company is having any problems.

Three easy steps to good service:

With a Wells Cargo Behind... You Never Look Back!  

—Ed Wandtke is a principle in Wandtke & Associates, 2586 Oakstone Dr., Columbus, OH 43231. For further information about the items covered in this article, phone (614) 891-3111.